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These are the terms and conditions designed for the use of any advice/ information/ content
communicated in any form to our participants or anyone who wished to use the information.

The company
Herein named ‘Maximastartups’ was started to provide simpler means to business startups using
techniques and methods we deem are best fit to help you achieve your startup goals. However much
we employ professionals and experts in various field to mentor you, we are not responsible to how you
use the information we provide and reserve the right to the quality and quantity of information we
extent to you.

The contract
Our contract with you is to provide the business mentorship in a business venture of your choosing
which training will be customized depending on the resources available. We may provide tools /
equipments/ machinery for your startup but we do not guarantee and warrantee their performance
and quality

Links to other website
Maximastartups may provide/ recommend links to other web sites as a convenience to users for their
this startup program. maximastartups does not control these web sites and is not responsible for the
accuracy and authenticity of the content the provide. The company will be laible to your use of the
content

The web content we provide
The information and materials on the web site provided of marketed could include technical
inaccuracies. Maximastartups makes no representations or warranties with respect to any information,
materials or graphics on the web site. . Changes are periodically made to the information contained
herein to serve the various goals of the company.

Disclaimer
The information contained on this our material provides on the website and disseminated in other
forms to participants is intended solely to provide general guidance on the start-up project herein
explains to the user, who accepts full responsibility for its use. maximastartsups is not responsible
for any errors, miscalculation or for the results obtained from the misuse/use of this information. all
information provided “as is”, with no guarantee of completeness, total accuracy, timeliness or of the
results obtained from the use of this information. Nothing herein shall to any extent substitute for
the independent investigations and the sound technical and business judgment of the reader/ user/
entrepreneur. in no event will maximastartups’s , or its partners, employees or agents, be liable to the
participants or anyone else for any decision made or action taken in reliance on the information on
this project/ website

Changes to these terms of use
Maxima startups reserves the right to change these terms of use at any time by posting new terms of
use at this location. You can send e-mail to Maximastartups with any questions relating to these terms
of use at maxima@startupjobsuganda.com.
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